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The I9000 Xxjpk Modem is a SSH/Telnet/TCP/HTTP/FTP/sockets (and more) enabled Xxjy-Plug
computer and router. It is a really versatile computer that allows you to do almost anything with it,
but some who are not so handy with computers might not use it to it full potential. You get extra

power. This is a powerfull modem! It's for anyone that is going to connect to the internet, manage a
TCP/IP network, get and send emails, use services such as SSH or Telnet, use a web server to post
information to, use audio or video on their LAN, games, and some more stuff to come. Any way you
can think of to use a computer or router with SSH / Telnet / TCP/HTTP etc. Who should NOT use it?

NO THINKGKARD, NO PS3, NO NINTENDO, NO NINTENDO Ds, and some more not so cool thing.
Someone that wants to stick with what they are used to, for example if you are a webmasters, more

or less useless if you just want to download some torrents for fun. Simply because of a lack of
knowledge of why to do such things. You should just buy a computer that you already know how to
use, and go and buy an I9000 Xxjpk Modem that you can use to do just what you want. Really nice
computer. The following patches are included in the current version: A patch to patching T2Z9AAT
V.32, allowing it to work with both 2.6.12 and 2.6.16 kernels. A patch to patching I9000 modems.
This sourcecode is the most recent version of the I9000 modem. If your modem runs good, copy

these files to your harddrive. You can then extract them with the 7zip decompressor. When
extracted, cd to the directory with the source files.
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